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Handout 4 4

The Collegial PLC

intuition and Feeling (NF)
teacher strengths include starting new programs, motivating others, developing creative projects, and 

engaging students in large-scale creative writing/dramatization/simulation units.

 • nF teachers march to their own beat. When PlCs provide space for creativity, nFs can become 
staunch supporters of any strategy. leaders should let them generate their own ideas for 
adjusting curriculum or mandates, while making space within PlC meetings for critique from 
colleagues.

 • they may resist initiatives or strategies that seem too structured because they thrive on allowing 
students to express their individuality and creativity. examples of rubrics or objectives that give 
clear direction yet avoid overstructuring may persuade them.

 • nFs need to explore ideas and entertain multiple possibilities before they can buy into group 
decisions.

Preferred PLC Activities
 • In-depth study. nF teachers often like to read about and discuss new ideas. if they prefer 

introversion, their best route to change is independent study; if they prefer extraversion, they 
enjoy text-based discussions.

 • Peer observations. they thrive on the cognitive coaching model and usually have ideas about the 
areas in which they would like to receive feedback.

 • Professional development leadership. nFs enjoy helping others grow and often volunteer to 
identify materials or activities that meet adult learning needs as well as to facilitate PlC meetings.

 • Lesson study. nF teachers often prefer to go as far as they can on their own with a new idea. 
Rather than collaborating in the early stages of lesson planning or strategy implementation, they 
may volunteer to outline their ideas and then seek group input. they often enjoy developing 
rigorous, integrated activities.

Preferred information
 • The big picture. these teachers are motivated by vision and values.

 • Data that incorporate student voices. nFs want to improve students’ motivation, self-esteem, 
and altruism, as well as their academic performance. Objective data leave them cold unless they 
are accompanied by qualitative evidence of student growth.

 • Stories of systemic change. nF teachers often pursue in-depth knowledge of a model or theory 
if it is presented with case studies of how a school changed or how a targeted group of students 
embraced academics.




